
Big EDM is giving you something Stellar, Future Bass Stellar. 5 construction kits (+ FL Studio templates) 

will give you control of how the pieces come together. Enhance the track with any of the various 

additional one hits and loops to really make it unique. Apply any of the elements to your own existing 

track or construct your own future bass creation. With this pack, it will be nothing short of stellar. Our 

kits and sounds are designed to make your music evolve into a broader spectrum of time and space. 

Offering plenty of warm bounce, modulated bass, and an articulated focus on a pure, deep, and 

driving melody. 

 

Arpeggiated chords mold together in a harmonious balance with soulful rhythms. Experience a 

breathtaking and intense burst of inspiration as you begin to fill your musical canvas with brilliant and 

bright sounds that resonate with each of the senses. 

 

Take a look into the production of not 1 but 5 future bass tracks and discover the secrets of its 

creation from inception to completion. Make any modifications that you would like. Mix and 

manipulate your way through over 1GB of sounds that will make your possibilities endless. 

 

Our sound designers are hands-on and ears open creating only the best audio samples at the highest 

quality utilizing the latest technology. If you want sounds that allure and captivate and you want your 

mix to be stellar. Pick up Future Bass Stellar from Big EDM. 

 

Files included: 

- 5 Construction Kits (+ MIDI & Presets); 

- 5 FL Studio Templates; 

- 20 Drum Loops; 

- 44 Drum Sounds; 

- 25 Melody Loops (+ MIDI); 

- 40 Serum Presets; 

- 7 FX; 

- 7 MIDI Melodies; 

- 7 Vocals; 

- 100% Royalty-Free. 

 

Requirements: 

Please Use Xfer Serum 1.27b2 Or Higher; 

FL Studio for Templates. 


